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What if we say that humanitarian workers themselves arouse the hostility they sometimes face because of the symbolic and socially dominant relationships they maintain with their local personnel? This is the hypothesis, drawn from his own study, that Arnaud Dandoy, doctor of criminology, has developed here. While the author praises the virtues of the ethics of care over those of Kantian ethics, this is not a basic philosophical exercise, but a prerequisite for a better understanding of the widening gap between humanitarian workers and local populations.

Since the fall of the Berlin Wall, and particularly since 11 September 2001, the humanitarian community has repeatedly deplored the erosion of the humanitarian space. Widespread reports indicate that humanitarian workers are increasingly targeted by criminal and terrorist attacks. These threats, not necessarily the ones of the most recent past, generate a feeling of insecurity that is disproportionate in relation to the real situation at hand.

In the face of objective and subjective generalized security threats, and especially of hostility towards humanitarian workers, a managerial and rational approach to risk management now prevails. Experts focus on the easily maneuverable “causes” of these problems without delving into the fundamental roots that necessarily lie elsewhere. From this perspective therefore, a poor man requires aid, but is also to be protected from. Entrenchment and avoidance thus end up becoming the responses to security threats, and, as such, lead to greater segregation and self-containment.

Our study on the relationship between humanitarian workers and their household staff casts a new outlook on the issue of the safety of humanitarians. One basic premise has held that humanitarians are no exception when it comes to having to endure a hostile environment over which they have no control. Rather than pinpointing shortcomings that lie elsewhere, it is a matter of examining the link between humanitarians and their environment. Even though hostility towards humanitarian workers is not foreign to humanitarian action, this hostility stems from the dominant worldwide position of humanitarians in North-South relations, and from interference in the relationship between humanitarians and local populations. Taking a locally identified case in point, e.g. the rapport between humanitarian workers and their household help, our study, as well as this present article, provide the basis for a theoretical and empirical analysis on the issue of safety for humanitarian workers.


Theoretical foundation of the expertise on the safety of humanitarians

Since the mid-1990s, a significant number of specialists from diverse backgrounds and disciplines have studied from different angles the nature, the causes, the effects, and the responses provided in the face of threats against humanitarian workers. Within the realm of study of humanitarian security two theoretical approaches emerge, qualified by Robert Cox as “problem solving theory” and “critical theory”, the most prevalent theoretical approach being that of “problem-solving”5, whereby security issues are addressed “as technical problems requiring technical solutions”, which, at the same time, clamps a lid on “social and political conflicts, power relations, and special interests that shape the sphere in which humanitarian actors negotiate conditions for their presence and their safety”.

For researchers at Crash (Center for reflection on humanitarian action and knowledge, hosted by the Médecins Sans Frontières Foundation) we have just quoted, this technocratic approach to risk management does not credibly respond to the concerns of humanitarians, whose voice must be heard: “An alternate option to the dominant culture of security requires placing trust in the practical wisdom of humanitarian workers who can widely impart their knowledge by describing and analyzing their past experience with dangerous situations”55. Yet their experience is not any more or less objective than that of experts, whose updated models only represent a world view that comes into conflict with alternate ways of dealing with and reacting to risk6. Whatever experts or non-experts may have to say, talk on the safety of humanitarian personnel is still mainly “NGO-centered”.

Conversely, critical theories have attempted to work out the role of institutions and of power relations in terms of development and changes in the world order. Mark Duffield takes this approach to apprehend the security issue for humanitarians:

“A root solution [to the dangers facing aid workers] would be the disentanglement and distancing of aid agencies from the ideology, practice and aims of liberal interventionism, the public rejection of State funding and the promotion of independent action. It would also involve talking back to Western foreign policy. For an embedded aid industry, this is an impossible political choice. Hence the seemingly easier organisational option (but costlier in aid worker lives) of attempting to adapt to the changing security threats created by liberal interventionism”7.

Going beyond the limitations of a technocratic and standardized approach taken without concern for the specific context, one challenge is to explore the mechanisms of power and domination

---
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that fuel hostility towards humanitarian workers. This is the challenge we have taken up by examining the ethics of care as they relate to the inequitable and conflicting relationships that covertly develop between humanitarian workers and their household staff.

**Theoretical foundation of the expertise on the safety of humanitarians**

The progressive empowerment of the security discourse within the humanitarian community reveals a deeper crisis provoked by the redefinition of the limits of the humanitarian field over the last twenty years. And, as in the era of enlightenment, humanitarians have found in science control modes (of a managerial type) capable of consolidating their faith – somewhat shaken – in the humanitarian cause, that is to say in their capacity to change the order of the world. Ethics have played a central role in the process of rationalizing risk management within the humanitarian community. Kantian ethics remain the dominant paradigm of modern humanitarianism, and the German philosopher’s legacy has left its mark in today’s regulatory inflation and in the attempts made to codify humanitarian action (Sphere Project, ALNAP [Active Learning Network for Accountability and Performance in Humanitarian Action], HAP-I [Humanitarian Accountability Partnership International], etc.). As far as security rules are concerned, they become moral imperatives, generally and unconditionally (or categorically) applicable to all and under any circumstances. The revised edition of the Good Practice Review, considered as the « bible » by the NGO security referees, thus emphasises that, “in the end, the management of security operations in high risk areas is both a moral and a legal obligation”.

Our study, on the other hand, seeks to have another type of traditional ethics applied, the ethics of care, which are inexplicably disregarded in writings on humanitarian action. As opposed to Kantian philosophy, which places human responsibility within the sphere of the planetary community, the ethics of care draw attention to specific individualities that tie us each to one another. This relational concept has profoundly changed the way humanitarian action is conceived, as it focuses on what a moral life actually is and not what it should be. More specifically, theories of care demand that careful attention be given to networks of dependency and of vulnerability, in which and through which ethical norms arise. These theories of care thus introduce a flaw in “humanitarian exceptionalism” by destroying the image of a type of humanitarianism that is autonomous and independent, as Larissa Fast well described:
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8 In an article we mobilised the concept of “moral panic” (Stanley Cohen, *Folk Devils and Moral Panics: The Creation of the Muds and Rockers*, London, Paladin, 1973), so as to, on the one hand describe the disproportionate reaction of the humanitarian community in the face of the threat, and on the other, to situate its roots in a wider historical and social context: Arnaud Dandoy, “Towards a Bourdieusian frame of moral panic analysis: The history of a moral panic inside the field of humanitarian aid”, *Theoretical Criminology*, vol. 19, no 3, p. 416-433). This concept has today lost its sociological meaning, becoming a simple label stuck on a reaction considered irrational or excessive. Whereas the reaction of the humanitarian community needs to be understood in the light of upheavals following the cold war and the contradictions that have divided the humanitarian field in the course of the last two decades. It is, from this point of view, rather well balanced.
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“A relational approach forces critical scrutiny upon the relationships that aid actors create and neglect, which, in turn, demands attention to be paid to the internal vulnerabilities, and not just to external threats, that must be part of a full accounting of the complex causes of violence against aid workers and agencies.”

The author, however, just takes note of the absence of such a relational approach without going into the task of defining the ethical stakes and political implications. In this respect, the ethics of care offer a unique approach in the analytical study of the conflicts and tensions arising from inequitable and stigmatizing relationships between humanitarian workers and local populations.

**Of humanitarians and domestic staff**

Humanitarians find themselves in an awkward position when it comes to care, as they are both providers and recipients. In fact, their concern for others extends not only to providing relief to vulnerable communities (through humanitarian aid), but also to comfort services to a more privileged group. The logic behind this discrepancy: on the one hand, the impossibility of their working fully autonomously, and, on the other, their desire to be freed from certain tasks in order to become entirely engaged in other activities. Expatriates provide care to the most vulnerable populations. They derive prestige and recognition for their work. Their missions, however, can only be accomplished with the support of members of the local population (drivers, nannies, cooks, local staff, etc.) who, in turn, tend to the care of humanitarian workers. Theories of care are significant in holding that unseen, menial tasks are essential for accomplishing the “noble” task of providing care, which conveys greater legitimacy and respectability.

It is hard for humanitarian workers to acknowledge the extent to which their professional life depends on the work of others. Recognizing this would not only alter their perception of their own autonomy, but would also unbearably highlight the inequitable granting of privileges that they vastly enjoy, notwithstanding the values of altruism and solidarity that humanitarians enshrine. The uneasiness generated by the display of privileges thus calls for preventive action. One reflex consists in cutting oneself off from local populations and adopting an inward-looking view. Other reactions also come into play: the hierarchical rapport between a humanitarian worker and his driver can be broken by the use of casual speech (e.g. the French “tu” form); or an amicable relationship with a housekeeper can result in her becoming “a member of the family”, and so on. A switching process in terms of dependency then occurs: the care provider becomes the recipient of care. Pascale Molinier defines the indifference of the privileged group as:

“Psychological posturing that rests on a complex system that is both ideological and segregated, and that avoids the privileged from having to think about the extent to which real situations can embarrass them, or prevent them from enjoying their privileges, or undermine their sense of justice. It is extremely comforting not to have to pay heed to the people who serve us and to the costs it entails for them.”
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The reality felt by household staff is quite a different thing. The lack of recognition is what they consider to be the most insufferable, even more so than their precarious situation. The issue at stake is the unbearable dominancy, which contributes to fueling the frustration of local populations and arousing hostility towards humanitarians. As Jock Young explains, «it is not simply injustice experienced on the levels of material goods and resources which foments discontent, it is a much more combustible combination of poverty and indignity». If this does not necessarily give way to violence, such a combination facilitates its emergence.

Paternalism – or rather maternalism, concerning the relation between lesser household staff – turns against humanitarians who, in turn, pointed out in their differences and privileges. This situation, that stems from the inequalities and the stigmatisations spread out between humanitarians and populations does not necessarily entail direct acts of aggression but can constitute its first signs.

Critical criminology of humanitarian action
Our study sheds new light on the sources of hostility towards humanitarians. Rather than searching within differences stemming from lack of adaptation to the western model, it is advisable to investigate the unequal and paradoxical relationship developing between humanitarians and the local population. In a pragmatic way this study seeks to establish the processes and factors that facilitate singularisation and rejection. It was then necessary to situate them in a wider theoretical framework, impregnated by the care ethic. By underlining the unacceptable character of this relation of domination concealed by both sides, it has opened up a large area of work for more targeted and further reaching studies. As according to us the analysis of security for humanitarians will not be able any more to ignore the issue of inequality.
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